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HBR Consulting (HBR) and The Cowen Group hosted an event in December 2016 focused on exploring 

how Artificial Intelligence (AI) is evolving the legal industry. Upwards of 100 professionals from corporate 

law departments, law firms and service providers attended. The event included presentations from three 

AI-powered platforms depicting case studies by each. This report reflects the survey results gathered 

through audience polling conducted onsite.  

HOW IS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE EVOLVING THE LEGAL INDUSTRY?

AI is the latest hype proliferating the headlines in the legal technology industry. Billions of dollars are being 

invested in developing and commercializing AI technologies. AI has been around since the 1950s so why 

all of the attention now? Many factors have converged to form a catalyst for AI, such as: shifting business 

revenue models (necessitating efficiency), more realistic expectations for the application of the technology, 

the proliferation of big data, availability of computing power, the internet and the cloud (immediate 

accessibility).

Results of HBR’s 2016 Law Department Survey underscore that Iaw departments are being asked to do 

more with less while law firms are being asked to charge less for doing more. Beyond the efforts to 

optimize resources, instill discipline in the procurement and project management processes, and craft 

alternative fee arrangements, lies the stark reality that it takes significant intellectual effort to provide legal 

services in this complex, global business era. 

The current necessity of the knowledge worker is to enhance efficiency without diminishing required 

expertise. The sci-fi version of robotic lawyers has been replaced with more realistic expectations. The

potential of AI is to provide intelligent tools and problem-solving resources to attorneys enabling the 

efficient delivery of high-value services.

Capitalizing on the promise of these advanced technologies as business enablers is in the early stages. 

Exactly how and why to employ the technology is the current challenge. Eighty-one percent (81%) of the 

audience cited ‘lack of defined business need’ or ‘unclear benefit to the organization from innovation’ as 

current obstacles to investing in AI innovation. 

ABOUT THE SURVEY

However, enthusiasm abounds as 100% of professionals surveyed indicated being, ‘inspired,’ 

‘optimistic’ or ‘enthused’ about the potential impact of AI on their career. 

http://www.hbrconsulting.com/downloads/2016_LD_Survey.pdf
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Legal professionals are optimistic about the 

impact of AI and view it as a career 

opportunity. 

HBR INSIGHTS

SURVEY REPORT

KEY FINDINGS

The audience was surveyed to elicit perceptions about AI and 

its impact on their careers. Our analysis excluded participants 

from service providers or technology companies. For all the 

media’s supposition that lawyers may be replaced by robots, 

practitioners remain optimistic that, in fact, AI provides career 

opportunities.

Expectations for AI have evolved and are focused on providing 

intelligent tools and problem-solving resources to humans. The 

current reality is that we have exceeded the limits of human 

cognition. Even if we could absorb the vast volumes of 

information, there simply is not enough time nor budget. This is 

good news for knowledge workers. 

The nexus of problem-solving in the legal profession is 

understanding the problem, framing questions, interpreting the 

law and fact patterns in order to develop and guide legal 

strategy. Human-provided context and expertise are at the 

fulcrum of legal services. Opportunities abound for those willing 

to embrace new tools to enhance the delivery of legal services. 

Survey results demonstrate that attorneys recognize the 

necessity for attorney expertise to direct the technology and are 

optimistic about the possibilities. 

54
participants

34 law firms

19 in-house

How do you feel about artificial 

intelligence and its impact on 

your career?

25% Inspired by the 

possibilities of AI

54%
Optimistic that AI will 

either augment and / or 

create a new career 

opportunity 

22%
Encouraged that a 

career / role will be 

augmented by AI

0%
Neutral about AI's 

impact on career / role

0% Threatened by AI

Survey Demographics
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There is an opportunity for providers to 

articulate the business needs AI addresses 

and to demonstrate the value.
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The term AI is nebulous and leaves much to the imagination. As 

with most emerging technologies, software companies 

hypothesize business needs and build applications to meet the 

perceived needs. Ultimately, the market decides if the hypothesis 

was correct. 

Based on survey results, there is an opportunity for AI providers 

to more clearly articulate examples of business needs met by 

technologies. Over the past decade e-Discovery has historically 

been the beneficiary of AI-empowered tools. New tools have 

emerged focused on other challenges requiring:

1. Absorbing vast amounts of information (research bankruptcy 

codes, publications or contracts)

2. Applying specific regulatory or legal requirements to attorney-

defined repeatable business processes that require legal 

opinions (employee exemption standards, compliance 

requirements, generating standard contracts, etc.)

3. Analyzing and applying historical information to predict 

outcomes (litigation risk assessments, implications of 

decisions on budget, etc.)

The current challenge – and opportunity – is to think like an 

entrepreneur within your organization to identify specific areas to 

apply this advanced technology and create efficiency, enhance 

value, or expand services. 

37%

33%

33%

7%

30%

44%

What is holding you back from 

investing in AI innovation?

Lack of defined 

business need

Unclear benefit to the 

business from innovation

Cultural inertia

Funding

Unclear decision making 

process for innovative 

initiatives

Nothing (I am inspired to 

make something happen in 

my organization)

Perhaps the question should 

instead be: What problems are new 

technologies trying to solve? It 

ultimately doesn’t matter what these 

technologies are called; what 

matters is whether they can 

improve lives and perform the task  

advertised.

— Assaf Baciu, Wired Business

December 7, 2016

“

”
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Participants indicated a significant interest 

in investing in AI-powered tools to support 

research, contract discovery, and to enable 

automation of routine legal services. 
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The event was structured as a “Shark Tank” forum where 

representatives from three AI-powered tools pitched the 

respective business concept, associated case studies and 

value proposition to the audience. The presenters fielded 

questions from the audience and the audience was 

surveyed to assess the perceived interest in each 

technology. For a description of each technology, please 

see page 9. 

As law departments are being asked to do more with less 

and law firms are being asked to charge less for doing 

more, both are seeking opportunities to enhance 

productivity and value without increasing costs. 

Technology companies capitalized on the opportunity to 

create tools to automate routine legal services for law 

departments. Automating routine guidance allows the 

organization to better serve its business clients without 

increasing head count. The tools aimed at law firm buyers 

are designed to enhance efficiency in areas where law 

department clients are disinclined to pay, allowing the firm 

to increase margin by reducing the non-billable work 

performed by attorneys. 

How likely are you to invest 

time and money in each 

technology?

9%

13%

52%

26%

Extremely Unlikely

Unlikely

Neutral

Likely or Extremely Likely

0% 20% 40% 60%

5%

9%

50%

37%

Extremely Unlikely

Unlikely

Neutral

Likely or Extremely Likely

0% 20% 40% 60%

0%

26%

39%

35%

Extremely Unlikely

Unlikely

Neutral

Likely or Extremely Likely

0% 20% 40% 60%

Neota Logic

ROSS

Seal
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Law firm and law department stakeholders agree 

that AI-powered technologies are advantageous 

to the respective business models.
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Now more than ever, there is a growing focus on shifting 

work that may have been traditionally handled by lawyers 

to alternative delivery models. Seasoned professionals 

have experienced the trend to shift work to non-lawyer 

resources, third-party service providers or off-shore legal 

process outsourcing vendors. While this approach has 

been successful for certain functions, the epicenter of 

high-quality legal services remains the domain of highly 

compensated experts. 

AI-powered tools offer the opportunity to unite the 

knowledge and decision-making process of legal experts 

with the ultimate low-cost resource: automation.

Early adopters in law departments are leveraging AI tools 

to better serve clients through easier accessibility for 

routine legal guidance (e.g., self-service applications) or 

contract identification, analysis and management. Law 

firm innovators view the technology as a means to 

demonstrate differentiated value (in an effort to increase 

market share), recapture work abdicated to low-cost 

providers or to improve the quality of work life by 

reducing mundane activities. 

What level of advantage does 

each technology provide your 

organization?

23%

50%

27%

Not
Advantageous

Somewhat
Advantageous

Very
Advantageous

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

9%

77%

14%

Not
Advantageous

Somewhat
Advantageous

Very
Advantageous

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

18%

73%

9%

Not
Advantageous

Somewhat
Advantageous

Very
Advantageous

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Neota Logic

ROSS

Seal
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SURVEY REPORT

Innovation in the legal industry is underway and is accelerating rapidly. The incremental erosion of the 

billable hour and the narrowing of acceptable billable activities has law firms looking for ways to transform 

service delivery to demonstrate value (to maintain or increase market share) and increase efficiency (to 

maintain or improve profitability). In an effort to reduce outside counsel costs, law departments are 

continuing to expand staffing to deliver services directly, however, scalability is a key challenge. 

Whether AI technology proves to be disruptive to the delivery of legal services remains to be seen. Some 

would argue that technologies that create an opportunity for a fee model not tied to the billable hour, a 

delivery mechanism not reliant upon direct interaction with attorneys, or one that absorbs and 

operationalizes the collective knowledge of legal practitioners is, in fact, disruptive. Only time will tell. 

Delivering on the promised value of innovative technologies requires a skillful evaluation and selection of 

the appropriate tools, effective change management initiatives, and multi-disciplinary expertise to guide the 

implementation and ongoing advisory support.

All indications are that attorneys are embracing AI-power innovation as an opportunity to enhance their 

career and embed efficiencies in processes. Innovation is a journey that necessitates a clear definition of 

the purpose and destination. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS

If you don’t know where you’re going, any road will get you there.

– Lewis Carroll
“

”
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HBR delivers advisory services to guide clients through the complexities of designing a business strategy 

that addresses client concerns and legal practitioner needs. Working with law firms and corporate law 

departments, HBR provides a technology-agnostic perspective into the process of optimizing the delivery of 

legal services. We assist clients to select, implement and support AI-powered tools. HBR has created the 

first virtual lab of leading analytics technologies to assist our clients with making informed decisions and to 

support clients after the initial implementation to ensure long term success.

Successfully employing analytics technologies involves creating a cross-functional approach blending legal 

requirements with technology capabilities. The traditional lines between attorneys and technology resources 

are blurring. 

HBR collaborates with clients to develop a sustainable approach ensuring that the appropriate expertise is 

leveraged at the right times and is guided by defensible policies, processes and protocols enabled by 

innovative technology. We guide clients through the intricacies of defining an approach, applying analytics 

technologies and delivering legal services that align with law firm and law department business objectives . 

HBR ANALYTICS ADVISORY SERVICES

Connect with HBR to learn more about the Survey or to inquire about our 

virtual analytics technology labs

info@hbrconsulting.com  |  312.201.8400
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Neota Logic’s platform allows non-technical legal expert users to develop applications that ask pointed 

questions to gather facts and apply reasoning to reach conclusions and execute actions. Examples 

provided include human resource questions, such a exempt vs. non-exempt status, contractor vs. 

employee and evaluation of FCPA regulations based upon a series of Q&A built into the system by 

attorney experts.

Matt Gillis | President

Office: 646.402.6213

Mobile: 646.703.2290

gillis@neotalogic.com

ROSS combines the Watson artificial intelligence technology developed by IBM with its own proprietary 

innovations to create a cheaper, faster research tool. Case studies included applying the technology to 

researching bankruptcy codes and rulings.

John Adams | Director of Sales

Mobile: 628.444.9221

john@rossintelligence.com

Seal automates the contract discovery capability to locate all contracts across an organization’s network. Seal 

provides an intuitive dashboard that allows you to search, sort, review and compare contract data, across the 

entire contract corpus to provide contract metrics and to support standardization.

Christina Wojcik, Esq. | Vice President, Legal Services

Mobile: 202.230.7701

christina.wojcik@seal-software.com

AI TECHNOLOGY PROVIDERS

SURVEY REPORT
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HBR Consulting (www.hbrconsulting.com) delivers advisory, managed services and software solutions 

that increase productivity and profitability, while mitigating risk for law firms, corporate law departments 

and professional services organizations. Thought leaders with decades of experience, we deliver value to 

our clients. HBR has long-term relationships working with 90 percent of Am Law 200 law firms and 35 

percent of Fortune 500 corporate law departments. 

http://www.hbrconsulting.com/

